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Arguing Security – Creating 
Security Assurance Cases 

ABSTRACT: An assurance case is a body of evidence organized into an argu-
ment demonstrating that some claim about a system holds, i.e., is assured. An 
assurance case is needed when it is important to show that a system exhibits 
some complex property such as safety, security, or reliability. In this article, our 
objective is to explain an approach to documenting an assurance case for system 
security, i.e., a security assurance case or, more succinctly, a security case. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A security assurance case1 is similar to a legal case. It presents arguments 
showing how a top-level claim (such as “The system is acceptably secure”) is 
supported by objective evidence. Unlike a typical product certification, a security 
case considers people and processes as well as technology. A case is developed 
by showing how the top-level claim is supported by subclaims. For example, part 
of a security assurance case would typically address various sources of security 
vulnerabilities. Among them, the case would probably claim that a system has 
none of the common coding defects that lead to security vulnerabilities, 
including for example buffer overflow vulnerabilities.2 A subclaim about the 

1 Assurance cases were originally used to show that systems satisfied their safety-critical properties. In 
this usage, they were (and are) called safety cases. The notation and approach used in this article has 
been used for over a decade in Europe to document why a system is sufficiently safe [Kelly 1998, 
Kelly 2004]. The application of the concept to reliability was documented in an SAE Standard [SAE 
2004]. In this article, we extend the concept to cover system security claims. 

2 Buffer overflows have been exploited by attackers more than any other class of vulnerability. Fur-
ther information about the common coding defects that lead to security vulnerabilities can be found 
elsewhere on the BSI web site and in the computer security literature [BSI 2007b, BSI 2007c, BSI 
2007d, BSI 2007e, Howard 2005, Lipner 2005, McGraw 2006, Seacord 2006, Voas 1997, and Viega 
2001]. 
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absence of buffer overflow vulnerabilities could be supported by showing that 
(1) programmers were trained on how to write code that minimizes the 
possibility of buffer overflow vulnerabilities; (2) experienced programmers 
reviewed the code to see if any buffer overflow possibilities existed and found 
none; (3) a static analysis tool scanned the code and found no problems; and (4) 
the system and its components were tested with invalid arguments and all such 
inputs were rejected or properly handled as exceptions. 

In this example, the “evidence” would consist of programmer training 
credentials, the results of the code review, the output of the code scanner, and the 
results of the invalid-input tests. The “argument” is, “Following best coding 
practice has value in preventing buffer overflow coding defects. Each of the 
other methods has value in detecting buffer overflow defects; none of them 
detected such defects (or these defects were corrected3), and so, the existing 
evidence supports the claim that there are no buffer overflow vulnerabilities.”4 
Further information could show that this claim is incorrect. Our confidence in 
the argument (i.e., in the soundness of the claim) depends on how convincing we 
find the argument and the evidence. Moreover, if we believe that the 
consequences of an invalid claim are sufficiently serious, we might require that 
further evidence or other subclaims be developed. The seriousness of a claim 
would depend on the potential severity of an attack (e.g., projected economic 
loss, injury, or death) related to that claim and on the significance of the threat of 
such an attack. Although an in-depth discussion of the relation of threat and 
impact to security cases is beyond the scope of this article, a comprehensive 
security case should include, or at least be developed in the context of, analyses 
of the threats to a system and the projected impact of successful attacks. 

The structure for a partially developed security assurance case focusing on buffer 
overflow coding defects is shown in Figure 1. The case is presented in a 
graphical notation called Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) [Kelly 2004]. 

3 The proper response to the detection of programmer errors is not simply to correct the code, but also 
to keep a record of the defects found and to use that information to improve the process that created 
the defect. For example, based on the nature of the defects detected, the training of programmers in 
best coding practices may have to be improved. One might also search other products for similar de-
fects and remind (or retrain) programmers regarding these defects. 

4 Of course, despite our best efforts, this claim might be invalid; the degree of confidence that we have 
in the argument supporting any given claim is an assertion about the case itself rather than an asser-
tion about what is claimed, that is, when we say a system is “acceptably” secure or that it meets its 
security requirements, we provide an argument and evidence in support of these claims. The extent 
to which the case is convincing (or valid) is determined when the case is reviewed. 
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The case starts with a claim (in the shape of a rectangle) that “The system is 
acceptably secure.” To the right, a box with two rounded sides, labeled 
“Acceptably Secure,” provides context for the claim. This element of the case 
provides additional information on what it means for the system to be 
“acceptably” secure. For example, the referenced document might cite HIPAA 
requirements as they apply to a particular system, or it might classify the kinds 
of security breaches that would lead to different levels of loss (laying the basis 
for an expectation that more effort will be spent to prevent the more significant 
losses). 

Under the top-level claim is a parallelogram labeled “SDLC.” This element 
shows the strategy to be used in developing an argument supporting the top-level 
claim. Explicitly showing the strategy is optional but provides helpful insight to 
anyone reviewing the case. In this example, the strategy is to address potential 
security vulnerabilities arising at the different stages of the software 
development life cycle (SDLC), namely, requirements, design, implementation 
(coding), and operation.5 One source of deficiencies is coding defects, which is 
the topic of one of the four subclaims. The other subclaims cover requirements, 
design, and operational deficiencies. (The diamond under a claim indicates that 
further development—i.e., further expansion—is required to fully elaborate the 
claim-argument-evidence substructure.) The structure of the argument implies 
that if these four subclaims are satisfied, then the system is acceptably secure. 

The strategy for arguing that there are no coding defects involves addressing 
actions taken both to prevent and detect possible vulnerabilities caused by 
coding defects.6 In Figure 1, only one possible coding defect, buffer overflow, is 
developed. Three types of evidence are developed to increase our confidence that 
no buffer overflow vulnerabilities are present. These types of evidence are 
associated with each of three subclaims. The “Code Scanned” subclaim asserts 
that static analysis of the code has demonstrated the absence of buffer overflow 
defects. Below that are the subclaims that the tool definitively reported “No 
Defects” and also that all warnings reported by the tool were all subsequently 

5 We omit validation or testing (as a development activity) because these will be included within the 
security case itself. 

6 The strategy might also consider actions taken to mitigate possible vulnerabilities caused by coding 
defects, although we don’t illustrate this in our example. Such actions could include the use of tools 
and techniques that provide runtime protection against buffer overflow exploits [Plakosh 2006] in 
the event that some buffer overflow vulnerability was neither prevented nor detected prior to release 
of the code. Although not illustrated in our example, the strategy might also include a formal meth-
ods approach [Chaki 2006]. 
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verified as false alarms (i.e., “Warnings OK”). Below these subclaims are two 
pieces of evidence. The first is the tool output, which is the result of running the 
static analysis tool. The second is the resolution of each warning message, 
showing why each was a false alarm. 

This is not a complete exposition of GSN. For instance, two other symbols, not 
shown in Figure 1, include “justification” and “assumption.” As with the context 
element, these are used to provide additional information helpful in 
understanding the claim. 
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Figure 1. Partially expanded security assurance case that focuses on buffer 
overflow 

The claims in the example are primarily product-focused and technical (i.e., the 
claims address software engineering issues). An assurance case may also require 
taking into account legal, regulatory, economic (e.g., insurance), and other non-
technical issues [Lipson 2002]. For example, a more complete case might 
contain claims reflecting the importance of legal or regulatory requirements 
relating to Sarbanes-Oxley or HIPAA. In addition, an analysis of the threat and 
consequences of security breaches will affect how much effort is put into 
developing certain claims or types of argument. If a security breach can lead to a 
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major regulatory fine, the case may require a higher standard of evidence and 
argumentation than if a breach has little economic penalty. 

Developing a security assurance case is not a trivial matter. In any real system 
the number of claims involved and the amount of evidence required will be 
significant. The effort involved is offset by an expected decrease in effort 
required to find and fix security-related problems at the back end of product 
development and by a reduced level of security breaches with their attendant 
costs. Although we believe that the return on investment (ROI) for developing 
security cases would typically be substantial, work is needed in the community 
to gather the hard evidence necessary to support this assumption.7 

Creating and evolving the security case as the system is being developed is 
highly recommended. Developing even the preliminary outlines of an assurance 
case as early as possible in the software development life cycle (SDLC) can lead 
to improvement in the development process by focusing attention on what needs 
to be assured and what evidence needs to be developed at each subsequent stage 
of the SDLC. Attempting to gather or generate the necessary security case 
evidence once development is complete may not only be much more costly, it 
may be impossible. 

In the next section, we present a method for diagramming the overall structure of 
a security assurance case so it is easier to review for completeness and 
soundness. We are not so much interested in discussing specific techniques for 
gathering evidence or making arguments as we are in showing how to document 
the case so it can be reviewed and evaluated for sound reasoning and in light of 
the evidence. In a later section, we present the concept of a “security case 
pattern,” which takes advantage of the fact that certain arguments occur again 
and again when evaluating security claims. We will discuss how to create and 
use such patterns. 

How to Create a Security Assurance Case 
Creating and presenting security assurance cases in a form that facilitates outside 
review requires some care. While the case can be presented textually, reviewers 
often find a graphical representation much easier to understand, and we expect 
that developers and maintainers will find it more useful as well. 

7 See the BSI website content areas on Business Case and Measurement for material relevant to mak-
ing ROI arguments [BSI 2007a, BSI 2007f]. 
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Argument Structure 
A security assurance case consists of a structured collection of security-related 
claims, arguments, and evidence. A claim embodies what is to be shown; an 
argument tells why to believe a claim has been met, based upon subclaims and 
evidence such as results of tests, simulations, analysis, etc. Reviewers must be 
able to understand a security case, so how the evidence supports a claim needs to 
be clear. Having just a single top-level claim (e.g., “The system does what it’s 
supposed to do”) and supporting evidence, without knowing specifically how the 
evidence relates to the claims, is not appropriate. Instead of requiring a giant leap 
from top-level claim to evidence, a security assurance case breaks claims into 
subclaims, each of which is broken into yet another level of subclaims (as in 
Figure 1) until the step to the actual evidence that supports that subclaim is 
reasonably small. This structure is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. The “claim-argument-evidence” structure of an assurance case 

Creating a Structured Argument 

Claims 

Creating a structured argument is a relatively straightforward process, best 
accomplished in a top-down manner. The process starts by identifying top-level 
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claims to be made. These top-level claims should provide the “take-home” 
message for the reviewers and should convince them (if supported) that the 
required attributes have been satisfied. In general, claims should be 
straightforward statements that do not consider implementation details. “System 
X is acceptably secure” might be a good top-level claim while “System X is 
acceptably secure through the use of a virtual private network” is not. The 
implementation details should be part of the support of the claim, not part of the 
claim itself. That said, it is also important that the top-level claim not be over-
simplified. “System X is secure” is not as useful a top-level claim as “System X 
is acceptably secure.” The latter claim allows for a richer and more realistic 
argument structure involving cost/benefit analyses and risk-management 
tradeoffs. Getting the top-level claim right is important. It is the seed from which 
the arguments can develop, and if it doesn’t contain the right concepts or 
includes too-specific details its usefulness may be limited. 

The following are examples of claims that are properly worded: 

• The tool detected no defects. 
• The system is acceptably secure. 

 
The following are examples of claims that are poorly worded: 

• Hazard Log for System Y (describes an entity) 
• Run static analysis tool Z (an action, not a statement). 

 
A claim is properly worded if it is a predicate, i.e., a statement that is either true 
or false. 

Establishing Context 

The text that states each claim must be succinct and unambiguous if the 
argument is to be reviewable. Yet it is often necessary to provide additional 
information that is not directly part of the argument. For instance the claim may 
contain terms that are not generally known, or it may refer to a standard or a 
requirements document, etc. Context is used to provide this additional 
information. For example: “Context: Acceptably secure for this system is 
defined in requirements document R.” The context is not a part of the actual 
argument. Justification and assumption cues are used similarly: to provide 
additional information to make the argument more understandable. 

Identifying Strategy 

As defined above, the strategy is an additional cue that helps the reader 
understand the form that an argument is going to take. Instead of being true or 
false statements, as the claims and subclaims are, the strategy provides 
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information on how to substantiate the stated claim. The strategy can take many 
forms, but it is often simply a matter of presentation. The example in Figure 1 
shows strategies (i.e., the “SDLC” and “Prevention and Detection” 
parallelograms) that describe how a claim is to be supported, typically by 
subclaims that cover all relevant possibilities, each of which is likely to be easier 
to deal with than the overall claim. 

The strategy can be explicit (as in Figure 1) or implicit (as it would be if we 
hadn’t added any strategies to that figure). Sometimes the strategy is obvious 
from the layout of the subclaims, in which case an implicit strategy is fine. 
However, if the relationship between a claim and a set of subclaims has any 
complexity, or if the strategy being used requires additional context, it should be 
explicit. 

Strategies should not contain claims. They should be phrased with respect to the 
argument, not with respect to the design, testing, or analysis approach. Thus it 
would be wrong to say “Use Byzantine Agreement protocol.” Rather the strategy 
should be “Argument by appeal to the Byzantine Agreement protocol.” 
Technically, removing a strategy cue does not affect the argument being made, 
but can affect ease and correctness of understanding. As with claims, it is 
sometimes helpful to link context, justification, or assumptions to the strategy. 

Elaborating the Strategy 

 A strategy is elaborated by providing a series of subclaims that fulfill the 
selected approach. For example, for a strategy ranging over all subsystems, 
claims must be made that cover each individual subsystem. For a strategy 
involving quantitative results there must be quantitative claims. Elaborating 
these claims is exactly the same as elaborating the top-level claim. If a good 
strategy has been chosen and the basis for the strategy is clear, this can be very 
straightforward. 

Evidence 

Eventually, as the expansion continues, there will come a point where a claim 
needs no further refinement and can be directly supported by evidence. For 
instance, see the “evidence circles” at the bottom of Figure 1, which support the 
subclaims directly above them. The evidence elements show the results of 
running a static analysis tool, the results of reviewing any warnings produced by 
the tool, and the results of testing the code with invalid input. 

One caveat: what may seem obvious (and therefore not requiring refinement) to 
the creator of an assurance case may not be at all obvious to the typical reader of 
the case. When in doubt, it is best to err on the side of providing too many steps 
between a claim and its supporting evidence rather than too few. 
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Any type of evidence can support security assurance arguments, but clearly some 
types of evidence are better than others. The BSI article, “Evidence of 
Assurance: Laying the Foundation for a Credible Security Case,” [Lipson 2008] 
presents examples of the kinds of evidence that may be well suited for use in 
security cases. Details on the kinds of evidence that could support assurance 
arguments about security properties are also given throughout the Software 
Assurance Common Body of Knowledge (SwA CBK) [Redwine 2007] (in 
particular, see Table 5, "Kinds of Evidence").8 

It is important to realize that the terse descriptions that appear inside the 
“evidence circles” in our security assurance case example are simply references 
to the actual evidence. The GSN tool provides a capability for adding hyperlinks 
so that a security assurance case can serve as an index to a collection of 
documents representing relevant evidence. More sophisticated tools could allow 
the case to serve as, or to be an integral part of, an evidence repository. 

Tools and Notation 

Although this document has shown the development of a security assurance case 
using the Goal Structuring Notation, other notations are available (e.g., Adelard 
Safety Case Development – ASCAD [Adelard 2003]). As long as the structure of 
the argument is clearly presented, the method of exposition of the case and the 
tools used to develop the case are at the discretion of the case’s creator.9 

Although an assurance case presented in GSN can be created using any general-
purpose graphics editor, direct tool support for GSN is available to ease the 
process. An example of a commercially-available tool that supports GSN (along 
with some other relevant notations) is Adelard’s Assurance and Safety Case 
Environment. 

The Security Assurance Case Throughout the Life Cycle 
For maximum utility, a security assurance case is a document that changes as the 
system it documents changes. The case takes on a different character as a project 
moves through its life cycle. In the pre-development stage the case focuses on 
showing that 

8 There are also discussions of relevant concepts, principles, and practices (and extensive references to 
the software assurance literature). 

9 One of the earliest prototype tools for creating and documenting security assurance arguments was 
the Visual Network Rating Methodology, developed at the Naval Research Laboratory [Park 2001]. 
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• the plan for a security case is appropriate for the security requirements of the 
proposed system, 

• the technical proposals are appropriate for achieving the security 
requirements of the proposed system, and 

• it will be possible to demonstrate that security has been achieved during the 
project. 
 

At development time the security assurance case (which is derived from the pre-
development case) is 

• updated with the results of all activities that contribute to the security 
evaluation (including evidence and argumentation) so that, by the time of 
deployment, the case will be complete, and 

• presented at design (and other) reviews and the outcomes included in the 
case. 
 

Using a configuration control mechanism to manage the security case will ensure 
its integrity as well as help the case always be relevant to the development status. 

Security cases provide a structured framework for evaluating the impact of 
changes to the system and can help ensure that the changes do not adversely 
impact security. The case should continue to be maintained after deployment of 
the system, especially whenever the system is modified. Examining the current 
case can help determine if modifications will invalidate or change arguments and 
claims and, if so, will help identify the appropriate parts of the case that need to 
be updated. Further, if parts of the system prove insecure even in the face of a 
well-developed case, it is important to understand why this particular chain of 
evidence-argument-claim reasoning was insufficient. 

How to Create Security Case Patterns 

The Need for Patterns 
The process of developing an assurance case is simplified, somewhat, through 
the introduction of assurance case patterns. Patterns maintain the structure, but 
not the specific details, of an argument and therefore can be instantiated in 
multiple situations as appropriate. By building a catalog of patterns (i.e., 
templates), one can facilitate the process of assurance case creation and 
documentation. Assurance case patterns offer the benefits of reuse and 
repeatability of process, as well as providing some notion of coverage or 
completeness of the evidence. 

Our specific focus is on how to develop and use such patterns for security cases. 
The salient characteristic of a security case is that it is a structured artifact that is 
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reviewable by a broad range of stakeholders, not limited to security experts. 
Security case patterns offer the promise of extending the engineering benefits of 
a repeatable process to the development of security cases for a wide range of 
software development projects. Reuse of a common argument structure eases the 
creation of security cases since each case no longer has to be custom-built. A 
pattern that has been “battle-tested” through repeated use (especially if shared 
among multiple organizations) is more likely to be complete in its coverage than 
a new security case developed from scratch, and so, important variations of 
evidentiary and argument chains are less likely to be overlooked. A repeatable 
process is more amenable to oversight, training of personnel, detection of 
defects, and continuous improvement. Moreover, the return on investment of a 
repeatable process may be easier to determine. 

To fully support reusability, a security case pattern should clearly outline the 
security claim, the profile of the argument to be made, the types of evidence that 
support that argument, and possibly some measures or weighting of the value of 
particular (types of) evidence. The context or conditions under which the 
particular pattern applies should also be fully specified, as well as how the 
pattern is instantiated, pitfalls in applying the pattern, and when the pattern 
should not be used. We would expect to see such well-crafted security case 
patterns become more commonplace as the community gains experience in 
creating and evaluating security case patterns and their instantiations. Moreover, 
security case patterns can serve to embody “best practices” for developing secure 
systems. For example, the application of static code analysis tools is a best 
practice that is recommended elsewhere in the BSI website (see Code Analysis 
and Source Code Analysis). In Figure 1, we included this practice in our 
example security case. A case that includes a larger number of such best 
practices would presumably be considered more convincing by knowledgeable 
reviewers. 

Turning Our Previous Example Into a Pattern 
A very simple and straightforward way to create a security case pattern is to start 
with a given security case and then parameterize one or more of the content 
elements. For example, we can turn Figure 1 into a pattern by documenting 
where choices can be made. The resulting security case pattern is shown in 
Figure 3, where we have added two black diamond symbols to identify choices. 
The “at least 1” connector allows a choice among the argument structures for 
“Code Review,” “Code Scanned,” and “Robustness Testing.” The pattern 
indicates that the “Coding Defect” claim can be supported either by code review, 
static analysis, or robustness testing and that at least one of these alternatives 
should be selected for each type of coding defect. When the consequences of a 
type of coding defect are potentially more severe, the developer of the assurance 
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case might want to improve the credibility of the case by selecting two of the 
three alternatives, or even all three, as we did in Figure 1. On the other hand, 
certain types of coding defects may not be detectable by an existing static 
analysis tool, in which case this alternative would be eliminated from the case. 
When applying a pattern and eliminating an alternative, it is a good idea to insert 
some justification explaining the absence of that alternative in the context of 
your particular circumstances in order to show that you have not simply 
overlooked a common argument structure or type of evidence that could 
contribute to your case. 

The second use of the black diamond is associated with the claim “Code 
Scanned.” This diamond says that one of the two possibilities must be chosen, 
since they are mutually exclusive: either the tool produces no warnings, in which 
case nothing further is to be done, or the tool produces warnings, and further 
analysis is needed to show that the warnings are benign. 

The shaded elements of Figure 3 have been further parameterized with text in 
braces indicating how a particular claim or piece of evidence is to be 
instantiated. The parameter “Coding Defect Type X” replaces the specific defect 
“Buffer Overflow” that appeared in several places in Figure 1. 

Using Patterns 
Security case patterns are claims-argument-evidence structures that can be 
reused in many different security cases. The security case method offers the 
opportunity for security and domain experts to codify security knowledge and 
mitigation strategies in the form of security case patterns. Such patterns can then 
be shared among the security community and other stakeholder communities and 
continually built upon, refined, and improved. We envision a growing repository 
of security case patterns for a variety of domains and operational contexts that 
not only would provide greater opportunities for reuse and standardization of 
assurance arguments, but also (with appropriate information sharing) could allow 
the security community to associate an historical record of security performance 
(and return on investment) with particular security case patterns. The historical 
record of systems built with particular security case patterns can itself contribute 
to the evidence necessary to make a compelling argument that a system satisfies 
its desired security properties! However, to safely enable widespread sharing of 
security case patterns, the importance of understanding and clearly specifying the 
environmental and operational context within which a security case pattern is 
valid cannot be overemphasized. 

Finally, security case patterns that are proven effective and widely shared can 
encourage worthwhile improvements in organizations’ development processes so 
that the artifacts needed by the security case patterns are created by the 
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development processes at the appropriate stages of the software development life 
cycle. 

Figure 3. A security case pattern 

Related Security Assurance and Compliance Efforts 
This section briefly describes how some existing assurance and compliance 
efforts relate to security cases and patterns. 

Security-Privacy Laws and Regulations 
Laws and regulations such as Sarbanes-Oxley and HIPAA mandate specific 
security and privacy requirements. Security assurance cases can be used to argue 
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that a corporation is in compliance with a given law or regulation. One can 
envision the development of security case patterns for particular laws or 
regulations to assist in demonstrating compliance. 

Common Criteria 
The Common Criteria (CC) [CCMB 2006-7, CCMB 2007] is an internationally 
recognized standard for evaluating security products and systems. Protection 
profiles represent sets of security requirements that products can be evaluated 
and certified against. The results of a CC evaluation include an Evaluation 
Assurance Level (EAL), which indicates the strength of assurance. Though a CC 
evaluation has elements that are similar to a security case, the security case is a 
more general framework, into which the results of CC evaluations can be placed 
as evidence of assurance. 

Anyone creating a product or system meant to satisfy a protection profile needs a 
way to argue that it in fact meets the profile. Unlike ad hoc approaches to 
arguing security, the security case method provides an organizing structure and a 
common “language” that can be used to make assurance arguments about 
satisfying the set of requirements in a protection profile (at a particular EAL), as 
well as providing a broader framework that can be used to place CC evaluations 
in the context of other available evidence of assurance. 

The standard format of CC evaluations allows for reuse of some of the basic 
elements in an assurance argument and hence may be thought of as providing 
patterns of evaluation. For example, the Common Criteria provides catalogs of 
standard Security Functional Requirements and Security Assurance 
Requirements. In contrast, security case patterns allow for the reuse of entire 
claim-argument-evidence structures and are therefore patterns in a much more 
general sense. Unlike CC evaluations, a security case is well suited to be 
maintained over time as a system development artifact, so the assurance case 
could evolve along with the system, always reflecting the system’s current state 
and configuration. 

Community Activities 
An international community has begun to work on the topic of assurance cases 
for security and in the process has formed the International Working Group on 
Assurance Cases (for Security) [Bloomfield 2006a]. The first organized activity 
related to this was a workshop entitled “Assurance Cases: Best Practices, 
Possible Obstacles, and Future Opportunities,” which was part of the 
International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks in Florence, 
Italy, in June 2004. Its purpose was to promote communication among groups 
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that were working in the broad area of assurance cases. An important result of 
the workshop was the decision to take this work further in the security area. 

Accordingly, in June 2005, the SEI hosted the Workshop on Assurance Cases for 
Security in the Washington, DC area. The workshop brought together people 
working on assuring safety, reliability, and security to envision how assurance 
cases for security ought to work and how the community might pursue viable 
technical approaches to realize that vision [Bloomfield 2006b]. 

In March 2006, the series continued with a workshop entitled “Assurance Cases 
for Security: Communicating Risks in Infrastructures,” which was hosted by the 
European Commission's Joint Research Centre in Ispra, Italy. The important 
conclusion from this workshop was the need to support the communication of 
risks between the different stakeholders involved in critical infrastructures; 
assurance cases appear to be a viable way of doing this. 

A fourth workshop was held in Edinburgh, Scotland on June 27, 2007 at the 
Dependable Systems and Networks conference. The focus of the workshop was 
on “Assurance Cases for Security – The Metrics Challenge.”  

CONCLUSION 
Assurance cases for security provide a structured and reviewable set of artifacts 
that make it possible to demonstrate to interested parties that the system’s 
security requirements have been met to a reasonable degree of certainty.10 
Moreover, the creation of an assurance case can help in the planning and conduct 
of development. The process of maintaining an assurance case can help to 
identify new security issues that may arise when changes are made to the system. 
Developing and maintaining security cases throughout the system development 
life cycle is an emerging area of best practice for systems with critical security 
requirements. 

A key difference between arguing security and arguing other dependability 
attributes of a system is the presence of an intelligent adversary. Intelligent 
adversaries do not follow predictions; rather they try to “attack where you least 

10 We consider a “reasonable degree of certainty” to mean a “tolerable degree of uncertainty.” What is 
reasonable and tolerable is dependent upon the perceived threat, the consequences of a security 
breach, and the costs of security measures, including the costs associated with creating and maintain-
ing a security case. 
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expect.” Having an intelligent adversary implies that security threats will evolve 
and adapt. This means that a security case developed today may have its 
assumptions unexpectedly violated, or its strength may not be adequate to protect 
against the attack of tomorrow. This suggests that security assurance cases will 
need to be revisited more frequently than assurance cases for safety, reliability, 
or other dependability properties. 

In this article, we’ve introduced the basic concepts associated with security 
assurance cases and given a detailed example of how to construct a case using 
Goal Structuring Notation. We then showed how to generalize a portion of a 
security case into a security case pattern, which can be used as a template to 
facilitate the process of constructing other security cases. 

One should not think of the creation, use, sharing, and evolution of security cases 
and security case patterns as a method that is in competition with other security 
certification or evaluation methods, tools, or techniques. Security cases and 
patterns provide a general framework in which to incorporate and integrate 
existing and future certification and evaluation methods into a unified argument 
and evidentiary structure. The security case is particularly valuable as a 
supporting framework because it allows you to make meta-arguments about the 
methods, tools, and techniques being used to establish assurance. For example, a 
security case can argue that a certification method applied by a third-party 
certifier provides higher assurance than the same method applied by the vendor 
of the product being certified. This type of meta-argument is outside the scope of 
the certification method itself. 

Though further research and tool development is certainly warranted, 
organizations can take advantage of the assurance case method right now. There 
is much to be gained by integrating even rudimentary security cases and security 
case patterns into the development life cycle for any mission-critical system. 
Even a basic security case is a far cry above the typical ad hoc arguments and 
unfounded reassurances in its ability to provide a compelling argument that a 
desired security property has been built into a system from the outset and has 
continued to be maintained throughout the system development life cycle. 
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